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Reproduction in whole or in pert is permitted tor any purpose for the U.S. Government. The correlation between two variables can be represented graphically by using circles to represent the variance associated with each circle, and letting the overlap between the circles be proportional to the squared product moment correlation between the variables. A procedure is given for locating the circles so that this relation is fulfilled. This has are 1/2 A, whore
A is the area of overlap. The value of A 1.1 defined by (2) 1/2 A a 1/2 R S (-Si/9(0c ) ) (Burl ngton , 1948 substituting , and letting R a 1 to 4231.0113h a scale, Therefore the problem is solved if a4 can be deterainud.
This can be doqe by finding the value of oo that witiaties (3). 
